
Perfect sound. Perfect silence.
Introducing the AKG N200NC Wireless in-ear headphones. Enhance every 

creative endeavor with Adaptive Noise Cancellation and immaculate AKG 

Signature sound that’s deep in bass and rich in the mid-range. Fine-tuned 

for traveling, these sleek, lightweight headphones also let you indulge in 

up to 12 hours of inspired listening with Bluetooth® and Adaptive Noise 

Cancelling turned on, and are professionally engineered to sound just as 

stunning even when turned off. The AKG N200NC Wireless feature Ambient 

Aware technology to hear environmental sound, while with TalkThru allow 

to have quick chats while wearing the headphones. The AKG N200NC 

Wireless allows for crystal clear phone conversations, thanks to the 

dual-mic echo noise cancellation. In addition, the ergonomic neckband design 

and thoughtfully included accessories i.e. airline adapter, additional ear tips 

and carrying case, mean these headphones are more than equipped to 

deliver a pure, unrivaled musical experience.

FEATURES
 Best-in-class adaptive noise cancelling technology

 AKG reference sound quality

 12 hours of battery life

 Comfort-fit and convenient neckband

 TalkThru Technology and Ambient Aware

 Perfect phone conversation

 Lightweight and accessorized
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Wireless, Adaptive Noise Cancelling In-Ear Headphones

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
  Best-in-class adaptive noise cancelling technology

 Adaptive Noise Cancellation fine-tuned for traveling combines with 
elegant design, premium materials – aluminum and soft silicon – to reduce 
ambient noise and create a perfect blend of sound excellence and style.

  AKG reference sound quality
 Highlighted by deep bass and a rich mid-range, the award-winning AKG 

sound quality lets you appreciate all the details of all your favorite songs.

  12 hours of battery life
 Get 12 hours of playback with both Bluetooth® and Active Noise 

Cancellation turned on, and up to 16 hours of playback with just ANC 
turned on. In fact, you can use them endlessly in passive mode because 
these headphones sound good even when switched off.

  Comfort-fit and convenient neckband
 Listeners will enjoy hours of peaceful listening pleasure, thanks to the 

ergonomic, soft neckband, that sits comfortably on the neck. The 
neckband features an aux-in port conveniently located on the front, 
accessible without removing the headphones. In-flight entertainment can 
then be easily enjoyed, thanks also to the in-flight adaptor the AKG 
N200NC Wireless are equipped with.

  TalkThru Technology and Ambient Aware
 Hear your surroundings with two sound modes. TalkThru mode drops 

music down and turns on speech-optimized mics so you can easily 
talk with your friends without removing your headphones. Ambient 
Aware mode increases ambient sounds, so you are more aware of your 
surroundings. Gain full control of your headphones’ performance at the 
touch of a button or via the AKG headphones App.

 Perfect phone conversation
 The dual microphone technology will allow you to have clear and noise-

free calls. The voice feels more natural, the background noise is canceled 
for an optimized call experience.

  Lightweight and accessorized
 Featherweight, the N200NC Wireless headphones are ready to entertain 

you on any journey, long or short. Thoughtful accessories like the 
universal mic/remote, a tangle-free fabric cable, an airline adapter and 
carrying case make these headphones simply the most convenient to 
take along.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
N200NC Wireless

Carrying case

Cleaning tool

USB-C charging cable

4 sets of eartips (XS, S, M, L)

Flight adaptor

Straight cable (no mic/remote)

SPECIFICATIONS
Driver size   : 10mm

Dynamic frequency response range  : 10Hz-20kHz

Sensitivity   : 112dB SPL/V

Maximum input power   : 15mW

Impedance   : 16 Ohm

Bluetooth transmitted power   : <4dBm (EIRP)

Bluetooth transmitted modulation   : GFSK, π/4 DQPSK, 8DPSK

Bluetooth frequency   : 2.402GHz-2.48GHz

Bluetooth profiles   : A2DP V1.3, AVRCP V1.5, 
     HFP V1.6

Bluetooth version   : V4.2

Supported coded   : Samsung Scalable Codec, 
     SBC, AAC

Battery type   : Polymer Li-ion Battery 
     (3.7V, 400mAh)

Charging time   : 2 hours

Talk time with BT on   : 10 hours

Music play time with BT on and ANC on : 12 hours

Music play time with BT off and ANC on: 16 hours

Weight   : 76g


